
Your Quick-Start Guide For  
Faster, Better Inspections
Doing unit inspections the same old way exposes your business  

to liability & wasted time – here’s how your team can adapt:

Save time by making inspections more flexible:

The Best Unit Inspections Are Flexible
No two inspections are ever alike, so why is your team using the same inflexible paper forms?

Flexible inspections let your team capture the right info without sacrificing speed or quality.

Go Digital 

Get off paper and go digital using 
a mobile inspections app 

Multi-Templates

Create multiple templates for 
unit inspections so your team 

can choose what they need  
onsite – like quick safety checks  

or annual unit reviews

Get Specific

Tailor each inspection  
by detailed qualifiers  

(like property, region/state,  
season, etc.)
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Make Your Inspection Records Work For You
Smart inspection reports go beyond storage:

Ready to bring your team’s unit inspections to the next level?  
Get a personalized demo of your favorite inspection using  
InCheck by SiteCompli:

sales@sitecompli.com  

800.564.1152 

sitecompli.com/inspections

Centralized inspection reports increase fast access, and prevent lost revenue from missed details.

Centralized

Forget rummaging through filing 
cabinets – your reports should be 
right where you need them, when 

you need them

Access Anywhere 

You’ll need to pull up inspection 
records from wherever you are, 

including onsite for staff members 
in the field

Analytics

Use detailed insights on inspec-
tions your team performs to make 

sure they’re being done to your 
standards

Must-Have Tech For Your Team’s Inspection Needs
You need the right inspection tool, with the right features:

FAST CHANGES: Inspection templates should be easy & quick to adjust

DYNAMIC INPUTS: Inspections should automatically respond to what your team is seeing in the field – 
saving time, and helping capture the right information

AUTOMATIC FOLLOW-UPS: When something is wrong, work should automatically be assigned to the  
right people for quick follow-ups

Dynamic inspections can save your team hundreds of working hours per year.


